Mr Paytience
Bay Colt; Jan 26, 2016

By PAYNTER (2009). Stakes winner of 4 races of $1,101,924, Haskell Invitational S. [G1] (MTH, $600,000), 2nd Belmont S. [G1] (BEL, $200,000), etc. His first foals are 3-year-olds of 2018. Sire of 218 foals, 68 starters, 2 stakes winners, 34 winners of 46 races and earning $1,745,980 USA, including Dark Artist (to 3, 2018, $105,136, Boiling Springs S. [L] (MTH, $45,000), etc.), Renaissance Fadic (at 2, 2017, $101,132, Armed Forces S. (GP, $45,570), etc.), Salt Bae (at 3, 2018, $89,565, 2nd Purple Martin S. [L] (OP, $30,000)), Ike (at 3, 2018, $70,600, 2nd Northern Spur S. (OP, $30,000)), Starving Artist (at 3, 2018, $56,634, 3rd Allen Black Cat LaCombe Memorial Overnight S. (FG, $4,800)), Movie Moment (at 3, 2018, $45,090, 3rd Senorita S. [G3] (SA, $12,000)).

1st dam KANTSTOPDANCIN, by Yes It's True. Winner at 3, $53,507. Dam of 5 foals, 3 to race, 1 winner--Classic Range (c. by Drosselmeyer). Winner at 2, 2017 in RUS.
Mr Paytience (c. by Paynter). See below.

Kantstopdancin (f. by Yes It's True). See above.
Chasse Spleen (c. by Carson City). Winner at 2 in JPN, $52,886 (USA).
=Let's Twist Again (IRE) (g. by Galileo (IRE)). 3 wins at 5, 2017 in IRE, $39,167 (USA).
Merry Mast (c. by Mizzen Mast). Winner at 5 in IRE, $14,704 (USA).
=Gypsy King (IRE) (c. by Galileo (IRE)). Winner at 3 in IRE, $12,413 (USA).
=Raymond Tusk (IRE) (c. by High Chaparral (IRE)). Winner in 1 start at 3, 2018 in ENG, $7,743 (USA).
Girulpigh (f. by Unbridled's Song). Placed at 2 and 3, $26,880.

Easy to Imagine (f. by Cozzene). Unraced. Dam of--
=TANGERINE TREES (GB) (g. by Mind Games (GB)). 15 wins, 3 to 11 in ENG and FR , $482,864 (USA), Hwt. older horse at 6 on French Free Hand., 5 - 7 fur., Qatar Prix de l'Abbaye de Longchamp [G1], Pearl Bloodstock Palace House S. [G3], Newells Park Stud Golden Bonus Rous S., Totepool Beverley Bullet Sprint S., 3rd Pearl Bloodstock Palace House S. [G3].
=ALPHA DELPHINI (GB) (g. by Captain Gerrard (IRE)). 7 wins, 4 to 6, placed at 7, 2018 in ENG, $199,101 (USA), Totescoop6 Beverley Bullet Sprint S., 2nd Dubai International Airport World Trophy S. [G3], 3rd Armstrong Aggregates Temple S. [G2], Longholes Palace House S. [G3].
My Ballerina (f. by Sir Ivor). 2 wins in 4 starts at 3 in ENG, $10,339 (USA). Dam of--
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**Twin Spires** (c. by Storm Cat). 5 wins, 2 to 4, $149,427, 2nd Paterson S. [L] (MED, $10,000), 3rd Discovery H. [G3]. Sire.

- **=Sundari (IRE)** (f. by Danehill). 2 wins at 2 in ENG, $26,895 (USA), 3rd Discovery H. [G3]. Dam of--
  - **MR SINGH (GB)** (g. by High Chaparral (IRE)). 2 wins at 3, placed at 4 in ENG, placed at 5, 2017 in NA, $197,584 (USA), Bahrain Trophy [G3], 2nd King Edward VII S. [G2], 3rd Lewis Badges 1832 March S.
  - **=Starry Night (GB)** (f. by Sheikh Albadou (GB)). Winner at 2 and 3 in ENG, placed at 4 in IRE, $26,530 (USA). Dam of--
  - **=Fitz Flyer (IRE)** (g. by =Acclamation (GB)). 4 wins, 3 to 8 in ENG, $105,057 (USA), 3rd Williamhill.com Live Casino Cammidge Trophy.

*Makarim (IRE)* (c. by =Generous (IRE)). 7 wins, 3 to 10 in ENG, $66,982 (USA).

- **=Capa Canaveral (IRE)** (g. by Sadler's Wells). Winner at 4 in ENG, placed in 1 start at 3 in IRE, $9,329 (USA).

Jacqueline (f. by Private Account). Placed at 3 in ENG. Dam of--
- **=Cross Check (IRE)** (f. by =Pivotal (GB)). 2 wins at 4 in AUT, placed at 5 in ITY, Champion older mare in Austria. Producer.

Al Shaqrah (f. by Sir Ivor). Placed at 3 in ENG, $5,095 (USA). Dam of--
- **=Cyclone Corsica (GB)** (f. by =Common Grounds (GB)). Winner at 3 and 5 in AUS, $8,704 (USA). Dam of--
  - **=Tornado Lil (AUS)** (f. by =Umatilla (NZ)). Winner at 5 in AUS, $11,061 (USA). Dam of--
  - **=Weather Channel (AUS)** (g. by Zoffany (IRE)). 2 wins at 3, placed at 4, 2017 in AUS, $56,216 (USA), 3rd H C Nitschke S.

*Dancing Shoes (IRE)** (f. by Danehill). See above.

Jungle Moon (IRE) (f. by Sadler's Wells). Unplaced in IRE. Dam of--
- **=Home Sweet Home (IRE)** (f. by Danehill). 2 wins at 3 in ENG, $52,334 (USA), 2nd Slatch Farm Stud Flying Fillies' S. Producer.

- **=Golden Country (IRE)** (f. by Sadler's Wells). Unplaced in 2 starts in ITY. Dam of--
  - **=Golden Victory (TUR)** (f. by =Acclamation (GB)). Unraced in Turkey. Dam of--
  - **=MISS HELIN (TUR)** (f. by =Bin Ajwaad (IRE)). 5 wins at 2 and 3, placed at 4, 2018 in TUR, $225,532 (USA), Disi Tay Deneme One Thousand Guineas, Nene Hatun, 2nd Tali Calbatur S., Zuhtu Erisen S.

4th dam

**SUNDAY PURCHASE**, by T. V. Lark. Winner at 3, $13,683. Half-sister to **FREDERICK STREET** ($200,500, Susquehanna H., etc.), **REST YOUR CASE** ($114,152, Hopeful S., etc.), **NOBLE GESTURE** ($80,365, Majorette S., etc.), **SHE'S SOFINE** ($35,900, Matriarch S.), **Charming Story** ($145,254, 2nd Honey Bee H., etc.), **Noble Judgement** ($91,479, 2nd Premier S., etc.).


**HATIM** (c. by Exclusive Native). 6 wins at 3 and 5 in ENG and NA, $416,354 (USA), San Antonio H.-G1, Doonside Cup, 2nd Mecca-Dante S.-G2, 3rd Santa Anita H.-G1, [Q] at Santa Anita Park. Sire.

**EMMALINE** (f. by Affirmed). Black type winner, see above.

Sunday Bazaar (f. by Nureyev). 2 wins at 3 in FR, $13,648 (USA).

- **PERFECT SUNDAY** (c. by Quest for Fame (GB)). 3 wins at 3 and 4 in ENG and KSA, placed in 1 start at 3 in FR, $176,639 (USA), Arena Racing Derby Trial S. [G3].

**Barter Town** (c. by Cox's Ridge). 3 wins at 3 and 4, $353,180, 2nd Bel Air H. [G2], All American H. [G3], 3rd Pacific Classic S. [G1].

Sunerta (f. by Roberto). Winner at 2 in ENG, $5,668 (USA).

RACE RECORD for Mr Paytience: Unraced.